SEK PRICE SHEET

Free trial!
30 days or
25 registered documents

Try for free for 30 days – after this you only pay from 76 SEK per month!

As a user of Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central you can easily and inexpensively start
using Continia Document Capture 365. You can install and try out all Continia solutions for up to
30 days. To get started, simply choose to install your selected Continia solution through
Microsoft AppSource.

How do I count the number of registered documents?

Registration of a document happens the moment you register a document for approval or
posting. Through your Continia Dashboard, you will always have a clear overview of the daily
consumption.

How is my consumption calculated?

At the end of each calendar month, your consumption and the total number of registered documents will be calculated. This number will determine your price by a simple look-up in our price
table. Note that the number is based on total amount of registered documents in your Microsoft
Dynamics 365 Business Central across all the companies that are registered in your license.

Get up to 50 % discount on additional modules

You can freely choose between the available additional feature modules. Note that upon activation of module no. 2, you will get a 25% discount of the price list. Likewise, activation of module
no. 3 will trigger a 50% discount off the price.

All prices are recommended prices excluding VAT and subject to change and availability.

Click here to read more about Continia Document Capture 365 and the advantages of
using the various feature modules.

… do you have more registrations of documents each month?..
See more price categories on page 2...
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All prices are recommended prices excluding VAT and subject to change and availability.
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HOW TO CALCULATE DISCOUNT (PRICE EXAMPLE)

Essential module does not count in no. of modules
List up chosen Feature Modules with the cheapest
at the bottom (if there is any difference).
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